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Abstract  
 
The Holy Qur'an encompasses various words that convey a sense of fear, such as  خوف (xawf),  ٌخشو 
(xašyah),  رعو (ruʕb), and  فوع (fazaʕ). Due to the richness of near-synonyms within the text, translating 
words associated with fear poses a significant challenge for translators. This research paper aims to 
explore how translators approach the translation of fear-related words in the Holy Qur'an, taking into 
account their overlapping denotations and connotations. Specifically, it examines the differences in 
translation choices for fear-related words within the same verse by different translators. The study 
focuses on four English translations of the Holy Qur'an: 1. A New Translation by Abdel Haleem (2008); 
2. The Koran Interpreted by Arberry (1983); 3. The Qur'an by Irving (1985); 4. The Noble Qur'an: 
English Translation of The Meanings and Commentary by Hilali and Khan (1984). These translations 
were selected based the following criteria: the translators' native language (Arabic or non-Arabic), their 
reputation and acceptance among English-speaking audiences, and their recognition by Muslim 
scholars. To investigate the semantic features of fear-related words in the Holy Qur'an, the study 
consults four Qur'an exegeses: al-Zamaxšarῑ (2009), Ibn Kaṯῑr (1983), al-Tabarῑ (2001), and al-
Šawkᾱnī (2007). These exegeses provide insights into the intended meanings and nuances of fear-
related words. Additionally, the study explores the connotative and denotative meanings of selected 
fear-related words in the Arabic language, re ying on  rabic  exicons such as Lisan a -ʕarab by Ibn 
Man   r (19  ) and   -Taḥqīq fī Ka imāt a -Qurʼān a -Karīm by al-Muṣṭafawī (199 ).The analysis 
involves comparing and contrasting the translations of selected fear-related words to assess their 
appropriateness in conveying the intended meanings. The findings reveal that translators often fail to 
distinguish between the nuanced differences of fear-related words in certain verses of the Holy Qur'an. 
They struggle to accurately reflect the semantic distinctions between the selected Arabic words that 
convey the general sense of fear. Furthermore, inconsistencies arise in how translators render the 
same word in different contexts, leading to confusion and potential loss of meaning in the target texts. 
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1. Introduction 
According to Bell translation fundamentally aims to transform “a text originally in one language into an 
equivalent text in a different language retaining, as far as possible, the content of the message and the 
formal features and functional roles of the original text” [11]. The translation of the Holy Qur‟an into 
different languages, especially English, has been and still is an issue of importance to translators from 
different religions and backgrounds. However, the Holy Qur‟an is admired and respected among all 
Muslims because it is the speech of Allah and the foundation and guidance of the Islamic religion. 
Accordingly, the untranslatability of the Holy Qur‟an is an issue of debate which arises from its 
sensitivity and unique linguistic style. Thus, while translation in general is a complex process of 
rendering a text from one language into another which involves transferring the meaning, the style, 
and the tone from the ST into the TT, the complexity of this process become even greater in 
translating the Holy Qur‟an especially when dealing with near-synonyms. Jackson questions the 
translator‟s ability to produce a perfect translation of the Holy Qur‟an taking into consideration its 
rhetorical devices, simile, paronomasia, and syntactic structure [12]. Irving agrees on the 
untranslatability of the Holy Qur‟an highlighting that any accurate rendering of the Holy Qur‟an is 
considered as a commentary in the TL rather than a translation [3]. So, the translator‟s role in 
translating the Holy Qur‟an is limited to transferring the meaning of the Holy Qur‟anic verses into 
another language. On the other hand, Ali argues that the need for translating the Holy Qur‟an cannot 
be overlooked and that Holy Qur‟an translation is a moral duty as cited in Alduhaim [13]. Unlike Ali, 
Fatani believes that translating the Holy Qur‟an is an unachievable task because of its semantic 
uniqueness [14] (p.657). 
Bauer presents a list of the frequency of the common words describing emotions in the Holy Qur‟an 
according to the word‟s root from most to least frequent as follows:  



 

fear, 337 times total (root w-q-y, 165 times; root kh-w-f, 124 times; root kh-sh-y, 48 times); 
mercy/compassion, 327 times (root r-h-m); happiness/rejoicing/ granting joy/bringing glad 
tidings, 179 times (root b-sh-r, meaning „bring glad tidings‟, 84 times; root m-t-„, meaning 
„grant‟, „bestow‟, „provide a provision/joy‟, 70 times; root f-r-h, meaning „rejoicing‟, 22 
times; root s-r-r, meaning „happy‟, 3 times); love, 124 times (root h-b-b, 95 times; root w-d-
d, 29 times); pain, which I understand to include spiritual as well as physical pain, 75 
times (root ‟-l-m); pleasure, 73 times (root r-d-w); grief, 42 times (root h-z-n); anger, 39 
times (root gh-d-b, 24 times; root gh-y-z, 11 times; root s-kh-t, 4 times); 
shame/humiliation, 28 times (root w-h-n, 24 times; root m-h-n, meaning „despised‟, 4 
times); hatred, 18 times (root k-r-h meaning „hatred‟ rather than „compulsion‟); weeping, 7 
times (root b-k-y); laughter, 6 times (root d-h-k)[15] (P.3).  

Ohlander states that fear in the Holy Qur‟an covers a range of meaning “from slight apprehension to 
outright terror, and from guarded conduct to God-fearing” (Ohlander, 2005, p. 141). He lists nine main 
roots which convey fear in the Holy Qur‟an, ف  -ر- / r-w-ʕ, ر- -  /r-ʕ-b,   -ع- /f-z-ʕ, ھ-ر- -  /r-h-b,  -  -ش
ر-ذ  -ح ,ŝ-f-q ,/ق /ḥ- -r, ي -ش -خ /x- ŝ –y, ف -خ-  /x-w-f, and ي -ق-ف /w-q-y. He adds that while these nine 
roots are “similar in semantic scope, the occurrence of words derived from these roots vary widely in 
both frequency of occurrence and extent of morphological variation”[16] (P.141). 
 

2. Literature review 
A small number of studies have examined the accuracy of near-synonym translations in the Holy 
Qur‟an, for example, Bin Hariz [17], Ibrahim [18], AlDuhaim [13] , and Abdul-Ghafour et al. [19]. The 
studies conducted by Bin Hariz [17], Ibrahim [18], AlDuhaim [13], Abdul-Ghafour et al. [19], and 
Hassan [20] collectively shed light on the accuracy of near-synonym translations in the Holy Qur'an. 
Bin Hariz's [17] study focused on the translations of البحر (al-baḥar) and الٌم (al-yamm) („sea‟) by Yusuf 
Ali and Ahmed Ali, revealing that both translators failed to distinguish the nuanced differences 
between these lexemes, resulting in likely misunderstandings and confusion among readers. Similarly, 
Ibrahim's [18] study examined the translation of الحك (al-ḥaqq) („truth‟) by Hilali and Khan, Pickthall, 
Sarwar, and Yusuf Ali, highlighting that the footnotes translators used to explain the intended meaning 
of الحك (al-ḥaqq) („truth‟) in Holy Qur‟anic verses ultimately lead to confusion.  
AlDuhaim [13] investigated the translations of three pairs of near-synonyms: الغٌث (al-ġayṯ) /المطر (al-
maṭar) („rain‟), امرأته ('imra'atuh) / جهعف  (zawjuh) („his wife‟), and الجسد (al-jasad) / الجسم (al-jism) („body‟) by 
Arberry, Abdel-Haleem, and Bakhtiar. The findings demonstrated a semantic void in Arberry‟s and 
Abdel-Haleem's translations, particularly in translating the near-synonym pair امرأته ('imra'atuh) / عفجه 
(zawjuh) („his wife‟), leading to inaccurate translations. However, Bakhtiar and Abdel-Haleem 
successfully maintained the meanings of the near-synonym pairs الغٌث (al-ġayṯ) / المطر (al-maṭar) („rain‟), 
and الجسد (al-jasad) / مالجس  (al-jism) („body‟) and effectively distinguished between them. 
Abdul-Ghafour et al. [19] and Hassan [20] explored the translations of additional near-synonym pairs 
by different translators. Both studies revealed challenges in conveying the nuances of these pairs. 
Arberry and Irving fail somewhat in showing the shades of meaning of these near-synonym pairs  َسِن 
(sinah) / نفم (nawm) („sleep‟), السعٌر (as-saʕir) / النار  (an-nar) („fire, hellfire‟), العفف (al-ʕafw) / المغفرة   (al-
maġfirah) („forgiveness‟), while Hassan [20] asserts that Ali, Arberry, and Irving incorrectly considered 
/ (rayb) رٌ  شن  (šakk) („doubt‟) as absolute synonyms. Ghali's translations of, غٌث (ġayṯ)  as „Surely 
Allah, Ever He, has in His Providence knowledge of the Hour; and He sends down succoring (rain); 
[…]‟ were considered the most appropriate among the selected translations. Additionally, Hassan [20] 
believes that the other translators‟ translations of غٌث (ġayṯ) as „rain‟ do not reflect its intended 
meaning. Additionally, all translators failed in distinguishing between  الحل (al-ḥi f) and المسم (al-qasam) 
(„oath‟). 
 

3. Methodology 
This study will explore the quality of the translation of words conveying a sense of fear in four English 
translations of the Holy Qur‟an: 1. A New Translation by Abdel-Haleem [1]; 2. The Koran Interpreted 
by Arberry [2]; 3. The Qur’an by Irving [3]; and 4. The Nob e Qur’an: Eng ish Trans ation of The 
Meanings and Commentary by Hilali and Khan [4]. The study selected the following near-synonyms: 
 The adequacy of the translations of words conveying a sense .(fazaʕ) فع  and ,(ruʕb) رع  ,(xawf) خف 
of fear will be assessed in terms of their interpretations by Arab and non-Arab translators, consulting 
four Qur‟an exegeses; al-Zamaxšarῑ [5], Ibn Kaṭῑr [6], al-Ṭabarῑ [7], and Al-Šawkānī [8]. The study 
investigates the quality of the translations based on the definitions given in authoritative Arabic 
lexicons such as Lisān al- Arab by Ibn Man   r [9], and Al-Taḥqīq fī Ka imāt a -Qurʼān a -Karīm by Al-



 

Muṣṭafawī [10]. Then, it analyses and compares the translations of the selected words to examine 
whether they convey appropriate renderings.  

 
4. Results 

4.1 Assessing the quality of the translations of words for ‘fear’: خوف – xawf, رعب   -ruʕb, 
and فزع - fazaʕ 
The meaning of the word  خف (xawf) and its derived forms according to al-Muṣṭafawī is “ حال  تأثرّ  
 a state of disorder and expectation of future harm which“ ” فاضطرا  بتفلّع ضرر مستمبل أف مفاجه ٌذھ  الأمن
eliminates security” [10] (p.161). Additionally, he highlights that it is: “ تعالى: فلا تخ  إنن من “ضد الأمن، لفله
 ,the opposite of security. God Almighty says: and fear not. Indeed“ الآمنٌن، من بعد خففهم أمناً، ف آمنهم من خف 
you are of the secure, after their fear, security, and made them safe, [saving them] from fear.” [10] 
(p.161).On the other hand, the word  رع (ruʕb) and its derived forms is defined according to al-
Muṣṭafawī [10] as, " ٌحال  استٌلاء خف  على المل  ٌسل  الأمن بالكل", “a state of fear dominating the heart and 
completely precluding the notion of security” [10] (p.167). Finally,  فع (fazaʕ) according to al-Muṣṭafawī 
[10] (P.88) is “ أحدھما الذعر فالآخر الإغاث :أصلان صحٌحان ” “two essential elements: panic and relief”. 
 

Table 1 the translations of  خف (xawf), رع    (ruʕb) ,and   فع (fazaʕ). 

The analysis of various translations of the word  خف (xawf) („fear‟) and its derived forms in verse 3:175 
of the Holy Qur‟an reveals significant differences between the selected translations. Arberry, and 
Irving emphasize the nuances of  ُ ٌِّخَُف (yuxawwifu) („he frightens‟),   تخََافُفھُم (taxāf -hum) („do not fear 
them‟), and  ِخَاففُن (xāf -ni) („fear me‟), whereas Abdel-Haleem and Hilali and Khan employ the term 
'fear' in their translations of these words. However, Abdel-Haleem and Hilali and Khan also include 
'suggests' and 'urges' to capture the intended meaning of  ُ ٌِّخَُف (yuxawwifu), despite using 'fear' in 
translating  ُ ٌِّخَُف (yuxawwifu),   تخََافُفھُم (taxāf -hum), and  ِخَاففُن (xāf -ni), which is somewhat confusing. 
Abdel-Haleem considers   اࣰرُع  (ruʕb),  ُ ٌِّخَُف (yuxawwifu),   تخََافُفھُم (taxāf -hum), and  ِخَاففُن (xāf -ni) as 
involving absolute synonyms in terms of their core „fear‟ meaning and fails to reflect the nuances of 
meaning of  خف (xawf) and  رع (ruʕb) and their derived forms. In contrast, Irving and Hilali and Khan 
agree on the translation of  رع (ruʕb), both rendering it as "filled with awe" while Arberry translates it 
as "filled with terror". It is noteworthy that all translators add "filled with" to their translations, reflecting 
the definition of 'dominating the heart' provided by al-Muṣṭafawī [10]. Arberry's translation effectively 
conveys the intended meaning of  رع (ruʕb) by using 'terror' which is defined in the Oxford English 
Dictionary (OED) as “The state of being terrified or extremely frightened; intense fear or dread”. 
Consequently, Arberry's translation is to be considered the most appropriate of the three translations. 
Regarding the translation of the derived forms of  فع (fazaʕ), translators show differences in their 
choices, as shown in the table above. Hilali and Khan translate  َ ِفَفَع (fa-faziʕa) as "was terrified”, which 
aligns with the OED definition of terrify: "to make (a person or animal) very afraid; to fill with terror, to 
frighten or alarm greatly”. Based on this semantic analysis, Hilali and Khan's translation can be 



 

considered as the most appropriate, as it conveys the meaning of the source text (ST). Irving's 
translation, "startled", reflects the meaning of  َ ِفَفَع (fa-faziʕa), in that „startle‟ is defined in the OED as: 
“to feel sudden astonishment or alarm; to take fright”. Finally, Abdel-Haleem and Arberry agree in 
translating  َ ِفَفَع (fa-faziʕa) as "took fright”, where „fright‟, according to the OED means "sudden fear, 
violent terror, alarm". All translations successfully capture the meaning of  َ ِفَفَع (fa-faziʕa). 
Nevertheless, Hilali and Khan's and Irving's translations are thought to be the most appropriate based 
on consultation of the selected exegeses, as both convey the precise meaning of  َ ِفَفَع (fa-faziʕa) as 
understood within the context of the Holy Qur'an. 
 

5. Conclusion 
The research findings indicate that there are difficulties in translating near-synonyms found in the Holy 
Qur'an, when dealing with words that convey a sense of fear. This is because these words share a 
general meaning of fear but differ in their precise semantic features and the specific meaning they 
convey. The study concludes that the selected translators did not successfully translate all the near-
synonyms with these roots. This could be attributed to their inability to effectively convey the nuanced 
differences between the near-synonyms or their lack of understanding of the precise semantic 
features of each term. Additionally, the translators may have neglected to consult exegeses and 
Arabic lexicons, which could have provided valuable insights for accurate translation. 
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